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O is the second album from Neon Zoo. O 
reaches deeper in to the corners explored 
in the successful debut album Heaven Sin. 

Darker, sexier, and deeper... with twists and 
turns aplenty, O moves seamlessly 
between huge catchy electro floor fillers, 
through to the menacing, alluring and 
enigmatically captivating moments of dark 
indulgence.

Tracks like Purity and Haunt may be the 
dancers in the window, but step inside to 
find yourself immersed in a place filled with 
strange delights. From the eerie feel of The 
Offering, the seductive sultry The Voyeur, 
through to the richly layered lush vocals of 



Seethe... O has many secrets to be 
revealed.

Since Heaven Sin...

After 2 years of shows following the success of Heaven Sin 
in 2005 ,the flow was halted when Rik broke his spine in a 
freak motorsport accident (goth karting). 

Now fully recovered, repaired and bionic, Rik is a qualified 
Apple Audio Pro producer owning a studio in 
Nottinghamshire. Rik also has 2 other music projects, Audio 
Immense for those with a taste for vacuous dance music, 
and the latest dark electro vibe called AlexanderX. 

Rik also has a very popular blog site giving his own surreal 
thoughts on the world of the audio geek/music producer. 
rikalexander.com gives a window to the world of the audio 
geek.

The live Neon Zoo band have always been a fluid line up. A 
couple of new faces are now part of the new Neon Zoo line 
up but some of the originals are never far away. Richard 
played the bass parts on O while Mike from Manuskript 
appears with various additional contributions.

Artwork
After being let down by UK designers Rik decided to, in his 
words,  to ‘test the laws of synergy within a name’ and called 
in the services of graphic design company Neon Zoo in 
Australia. Both aware of each other, opposite ends of the 
world with very similar concepts behind the name. Abby of 
Neon Zoo Australia was delighted and excited at working on 
such a concept and is happy to share her thoughts about 



such a collaboration. 
helloabby@neonzoo.com.au

I. What is O?
II.

O is many things. It is 2 years of audio producer self 
indulgence. It is a concept. It is a producer showcase piece. 
It is the manifestation of the journey since Heaven Sin. O is 
certainly without compromise. Nothing lightened, darkened 
moved or compromised. O is as imagined.

What does O mean? I means what the listener sees. Some 
see the letter O, the number O, a ring, a circle, a hole etc 
etc... The list is endless.... Rik says ‘O changes often.. Lately 
it is closer to being an Onion with layers to be revealed... but 
again it is fluid in name as well as in concept and musicians.

The poetry for O is actually woven through the album but 
runs in reverse. This is then subtly planted in vocal form in 
the last track Push. 

Videos.
Videos are currently under in production. Check the website 
www.neonzoo.com for latest news.

Audio Geeks
 Neon Zoo also have the prestigious acclaim of O being 
released in high quality audio format FDRHD (Full Dynamic Range 
High Definition).

http://www.neonzoo.com
http://www.neonzoo.com

